
HEAVEN SENT 401 

Chapter 401: Someone Wanted To Be My Mommy 

When he did not know what to say, Aunt Chen came over and said, “Miss Liao, Young Master is coming 

to pick up Little Master.” 

“Young Master Lu is coming?” Liao Xintong quickly touched up her makeup. 

Aunt Chen held Gun Gun’s hand and said in a low voice, “Young Master told us to go downstairs directly. 

As usual, he’s waiting at the usual spot.” 

Every time Lu Heting came to pick Gun Gun up, he never took a step inside. 

Feeling disappointed, Liao Xintong bit her red lip. 

Even with Gun Gun by her side, she had never been favored by Lu Heting. If it were not for the pressure 

from the elders of the Lu family, she might not even be able to see Gun Gun. 

Even now, Lu Heting still refused to see her. 

However, only a man like Lu Heting could make her feel safe. If he did not want to see her, it also meant 

that he would not see other women. All women were equal in front of Lu Heting. 

What she lacked was time. 

“Gun Gun, let me take you downstairs.” Liao Xintong held his hand. 

When they got downstairs, Gun Gun broke free from her grip and ran straight to Lu Heting’s car. 

Liao Xintong hurried forward. Lu Heting picked Gun Gun up and buckled him into the safety seat in the 

backseat. 

“Young Master Lu,” Liao Xintong greeted. 

Lu Heting nodded slightly as a response. Without saying a word, he drove away. 

Liao Xintong slightly clenched her fists and looked at the dust left by the car that was speeding away. 

When Gun Gun got home, he felt relaxed. 

A smile immediately appeared on his round face. He hugged Su Bei and buried his head in her shoulders 

as if this was the only way to get rid of the gloominess he felt from before. 

Su Bei hugged him quietly for a while before asking in a low voice, “What’s wrong, my sweetheart?” 

“It’s so nice to hold Bei Bei,” Gun Gun said in a childish voice. 

“Bei Bei thinks so too. It feels so good to hold Gun Gun.” 

Gun Gun raised his head and looked at Su Bei seriously. “Bei Bei, if someone wants to be my mommy, 

what should I do?” 

Su Bei’s heart skipped a beat as a wave of displeasure surged through her body. 



Was there such a woman? 

It did not seem strange. Lu Heting was a good man, and he was one of the best bachelors in Jingdu City. 

It was not strange that women liked him. 

“Who said that?” 

“It’s my aunt. She asked me today if she could be my mommy.” 

Su Bei suddenly thought of Liao Xintong, Liao Qing’s sister and Gun Gun’s legitimate aunt. 

She did not expect that Liao Xintong would fall for Lu Heting. 

It was not surprising. After all, it was normal for sisters to have the same preferences and it was 

reasonable that they would fall in love with the same man. Besides, Liao Qing had died in a car accident 

a long time ago. Liao Xintong probably did not have anything to feel guilty about for liking Lu Heting. 

However, hearing Gun Gun’s words made Su Bei feel empty and uncomfortable. 

Perhaps in the future, Liao Xintong would really be the one who raised Gun Gun and Da Bao. 

She hoped that Liao Xintong would at least treat Da Bao and Gun Gun equally. 

“Bei Bei, do you think I should get her to be my mommy?” Gun Gun frowned seriously. Obviously, this 

question made him feel very uncomfortable. 

Su Bei asked softly, “Then are you willing to have her become your mommy?” 

Chapter 402: I’ll Call You ‘Mommy’ 

 

Gun Gun shook his head. He did not really like his aunt. He knew that his father did not like her either, 

but it seemed that the rest of the family liked her. 

Hence, Gun Gun would entertain her during every visit but he would not put much emotion into it. 

“Bei Bei, does a mommy live with the daddy? What’s the difference between a mommy and a wife?” 

Su Bei smiled. “Yes. A mommy is someone who’s with your daddy, and your wife is with you.” 

Gun Gun lowered his head and thought hard. 

Su Bei gently patted his little head and said, “Gun Gun, there are some things that you don’t understand 

yet. You don’t have to think so hard about them.. I only want to tell you one thing. Regarding questions 

like whether or not you’re willing to accept a woman and let her into your life, you need to follow what 

your heart says. If you do that, you won’t be wrong.” 

Gun Gun touched his heart, not really understanding what was going on. 

“Gun Gun, if you want to choose your mommy or wife in the future, please choose the kind of person 

you like very much. Your feelings won’t lie to you, okay?” Su Bei seriously reminded him, hoping that he 

could find a mother who really loved him in the future. 



“Okay, got it!” Gun Gun nodded heavily as if a heavy burden had been lifted from his shoulders. 

He ran to his room, picked up his smartwatch, and was thinking about something. 

Of course, his favorite woman was Bei Bei. He would approve of having Bei Bei be his wife or mommy. 

However, if he let Bei Bei be his mommy, she would be with Daddy and could not be his wife. 
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Bei Bei was his ideal type, so she could not be his mommy. Hence, he had to let another woman be his 

mommy. That meant that he could only let Liao Xintong be his mommy for the time being. 

If Lu Heting had Liao Xintong, he would not take Bei Bei away from him. 

His wife was more important, so he had to settle for second-best for his mommy. 

Besides Liao Xintong, he did not know anyone else. 

After making up his mind, Gun Gun called Liao Xintong. 

Liao Xintong did not expect that Gun Gun would take the initiative to call her. She answered the phone 

with some surprise. “Gun Gun.” 

“I’ll call you ‘Mommy’.” 
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“Gun Gun!” Liao Xintong was so excited that tears welled up in her eyes. She did not notice that there 

was no joy in Gun Gun’s voice at all. Instead, there was only coldness and helplessness in his voice. 

Regardless, Liao Xintong was overjoyed. Now that she had won over Gun Gun, winning over Lu Heting 

would be an easier task! 

“I’m hanging up. Goodbye.” Gun Gun hung up quickly. 

He felt uncomfortable talking to Liao Xintong. 

Even after hanging up the phone, Gun Gun still felt very uncomfortable. Bei Bei had said that whether it 

was his mommy or his wife, he had to choose the woman he liked. 

However, the only woman he liked was Bei Bei. He could not do anything about it. 

However, when he heard himself say the word ‘Mommy’ so easily, he felt suffocated and 

uncomfortable. He was sitting on the carpet by the bed, feeling like he had let someone down. However, 

he did not know whom he had let down. This feeling was so uncomfortable. 

When Su Bei heard Gun Gun calling Liao Xintong his mommy, the sadness in her heart burst out 

uncontrollably. 

Chapter 403: The Bright Light That Can’t Be Concealed 

It turned out that Gun Gun liked Liao Xintong. That was good. After all, he needed a mommy to take 

care of him. 



Su Bei smiled and hugged Gun Gun. 

Gun Gun turned around and threw himself into Su Bei’s arms. Tears streamed down his face as he was 

feeling horrible. His chubby little hands clutched Su Bei’s clothes tightly. 

Su Bei asked gently, “Gun Gun, what do you want to eat? I’ve learned a lot of recipes recently. You can 

cook with me as well. Do you want to help me?” 

“Okay.” Gun Gun stopped being sad. 

Su Bei led him into the kitchen and found a few novel ingredients to show to him. Gun Gun was so 

distracted that he forgot about his previous sadness. 

Lu Heting was watching Da Bao fiddle with the computer. 

He pointed out a small problem to Da Bao. 

Da Bao was obviously stunned. He knew that Lu Heting was powerful, but he did not expect him to be so 

powerful. 

As expected, he was a man who had the same genes as himself. 

After making desserts, Su Bei brought them out to Lu Heting and Da Bao. 

As the four of them sat around the table, Gun Gun said happily, “I helped Bei Bei prepare the sago. I also 

helped serve the dessert.” 

“Gun Gun is the best! He’s a genius assistant.” Su Bei gave him a thumbs up. 

Da Bao said, “Su Bei is right.” 

“Su Bei makes sense,” Lu Heting said. 

Gun Gun felt that they were just being perfunctory. Only Bei Bei was sincere. He snorted twice before 

continuing to eat his desserts. 

Su Bei looked at Da Bao and said, “Da Bao, school is about to start. Lu Heting and I want to ask for your 

opinion. Do you plan to go to the same kindergarten as Gun Gun?” 

Gun Gun’s eyes lit up. “Brother Da Bao, do you want to go to kindergarten with me? Let’s do it. Let’s do 

it!” 

Da Bao shook his head. “I don’t plan to go to kindergarten.” 

“Brother Da Bao, is it because you don’t like me so you don’t want to be with me?” Gun Gun lowered his 

head. 

Da Bao patted his head. “I like you, but I can’t go to kindergarten with you. I want to go straight to 

primary school.” 

“Can I go straight to primary school as well?” 

“You can’t play with toys in primary school. You have to do a lot of homework as well.” 



“Then I’ll... go to kindergarten first.” Gun Gun shrank his neck and made up his mind after hesitating for 

a while. 

The two adults then decided that Gun Gun would go to kindergarten as normal. 

Meanwhile, Da Bao would go to primary school. 

Of course, Da Bao did not enter the first grade and directly entered the third grade. 

However, he had to pass the entrance examination first. 

Lu Heting and Su Bei would accompany him to the entrance examination the next day. 

In order to meet Da Bao’s requirements and needs, Lu Heting found this school for him. Many young 

talents in Jingdu University had come from this school. The children in this school were all talented and 

extremely smart, so skipping grades was normal here. 

Da Bao would be in a good place here. 

Su Bei changed into a delicate-looking outfit. She wore a long cotton dress that covered her long legs. 

Her makeup was light, and her braids were casually tied. She looked like a gentle mother. 

Lu Heting was wearing the clothes that Su Bei had bought for him for a few hundred yuan. He gave up 

his high-end custom-made shirt and suit. 

The two of them looked just like an ordinary couple. 

The only thing that stood out was that Lu Heting was very handsome. Although he tried to keep a low 

profile, he was still dazzling. 

Chapter 404: You Can Challenge Me With Your IQ 

 

The three of them went to the school together, found the examination room, and sat down. 

There were already many students and parents in the room. When they saw Lu Heting and Su Bei, they 

all looked at them with amazement in their eyes. 

Obviously, the appearance of this family of three had completely overwhelmed everyone present. 

Fortunately, Su Bei had dressed up in a certain way. At this moment, no one recognized Su Bei as the 

supermodel who shone brightly on the stage. 

When all the parents and students were present, a teacher stood on the podium and introduced 

themselves. “Hello, everyone. My surname is Pan and you can call me Teacher Pan. Today, the students 

in our classroom will take the exam to skip to the third grade. If they pass, they’ll enter the third grade.. 

If they unfortunately fail, we’ll go according to the normal progression upon enrollment.” 

Everyone nodded. The children were both nervous and full of expectations. 

Teacher Pan also said some things to take note of so that everyone could have their doubts clarified. In 

half an hour, the children would take the exam in this examination hall. 



“Su Zhuoqian, you haven’t been to primary school and you’re still young. You have to carefully read 

through this list of things to take note of, alright?” Teacher Pan reminded Da Bao enthusiastically. 

“Alright, Teacher Pan,” Da Bao said politely. 

Teacher Pan added, “Also, if you want to quit now or if you face any problem, you can come to me in the 

half an hour of time that we have now and talk to me.” 

With that, she led the parents outside and left the children alone. 

The parents left the classroom one by one. It only took a few minutes for the students to finish reading 

the list of things to take note of. When they heard that Da Bao had never attended primary school, 

several students crowded around him and asked him questions. 

“Su Zhuoqian, have you really never attended primary school before? You’ve never even been in the 

first grade?” 

“Yes,” Da Bao replied with a cold expression. In his eyes, these first years were especially childish. They 

were not any more mature than Gun Gun. 
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Most of the children here were in the first to third grades. They were all curious when they heard that 

Da Bao had never been to primary school. 

“Did you just study up till kindergarten? Did you learn arithmetic in kindergarten? Do you know how to 

comprehend word problems?” 

“Yes,” Da Bao replied. 

He had always been cold and aloof. He would not engage in casual conversation and only respond out of 

politeness. 

A tall and strong boy walked up to him and said, “All the students here are at least in the first grade. You 

haven’t even attended kindergarten yet. How dare you challenge us?” 

The boy was very rude and unreasonable. He looked at Da Bao fiercely. 

Judging from his height, he was indeed a head taller than Da Bao. He was already older than seven years 

old. 

Da Bao raised his head and looked at him. “If even you can challenge me with your IQ, why wouldn’t I 

dare to?” 

The tall and strong child was stunned for a moment. It was only a moment later that he realized the 

mocking words Da Bao had just said to him. He said, “Everyone here is trying to enter the third grade. 

We’ve even learned multiplications. Do you know what one plus one is? Can you write your own name?” 

He raised his fist and asked. 

Da Bao gave him a sidelong glance. “Lame.” 



“How dare you say that I’m lame? Let me tell you, not only am I good at my studies, but I’m also good at 

sports. I can defeat three people like you with one hand. You can’t pass the exam, so you might as well 

leave now. Otherwise, it’ll be too embarrassing for you!” 

Chapter 405: Looking At Him, He’s Probably Planning To Give Up On The Exam 

Da Bao rolled his eyes at him, picked up the things on the table, and left. 

“Haha! Are you afraid of me? Haha!” The tall boy was very happy. “Su Zhuoqian probably knows that he 

doesn’t have any ability. He wanted to take the exam to enter third grade, but perhaps I gave him a way 

out so he immediately ran away.” 

When the other students saw Da Bao leaving, they also guessed that he might not be capable enough, 

so he was taking advantage of this timing to leave. 

After all, the people here were all at least first-years. Any one of them was better than Su Zhuoqian. 

How could he, a child who had never even been to kindergarten, take the exam? 

Lu Heting and Su Bei were outside. They had already heard what was going on inside. Su Bei was about 

to rush in to help Da Bao when he came out. 

He grabbed her hand and said, “Forget it, Su Bei Bei.” 

“I really want to teach him a lesson. How dare he bully my son?!” Su Bei snorted angrily. 

Da Bao did not really care. 

A tall and strong couple next to him laughed, saying, “Our son has always been stubborn. He has good 

grades, is good in sports, and has a lot of charisma. He’ll have no problem getting into the third grade 

this time. Some children shouldn’t waste the school’s resources if they don’t have the ability. They’ll also 

end up causing trouble for the teachers.” 

They were about the same height as Lu Heting and Su Bei, but they weighed twice or thrice as much as 

Lu Heting and Su Bei. If Su Bei were to stand next to that woman, Su Bei would almost be invisible. 

Meanwhile, the man was twice as bulky as Lu Heting. 

Lu Heting and Su Bei narrowed their eyes at the same time but did not say anything. 

They were in a school, so she did not need to bother about such people for the time being. 

Da Bao said softly, “Lu Heting, Su Xiaobei, third grade is boring. I want to take the exam for fifth grade.” 

“I’ll go look for Teacher Pan.” Lu Heting agreed. 

Initially, he thought that since Da Bao was still young, it was more suitable for him to study in the third 

grade. 

Now, it seemed that the third grade students were not worthy of Da Bao. 

Lu Heting found Teacher Pan. 



When his handsome face suddenly appeared, Teacher Pan could not help feeling flustered. “I-Is there 

anything the matter?” 

“Hello, my son is going to take the fifth grade exam instead. Can he change?” 

“I can’t decide this. I have to ask the principal.” 

“Okay.” Lu Heting nodded. 

Teacher Pan immediately asked the principal and then relayed a message to Lu Heting. “Mister, the 

principal said that your son can change to take the fifth grade exam but he only has one shot. If Su 

Zhuoqian can’t pass the entrance examination to enter the fifth grade, then he can’t take the third grade 

exam either. He can only progress according to the normal order of admission. Otherwise, it’ll be unfair 

to other students. Can you accept this arrangement?” 

Lu Heting glanced at Da Bao, who said confidently, “Yes.” 

Lu Heting agreed. “Teacher Pan, we can accept it. Please arrange it for us.” 

“Please follow me,” Teacher Pan said. 

The family of three followed Teacher Pan. 

The voices of the other parents sounded from behind. “This Su Zhuoqian is still too young. It seems that 

he’s planning to give up on the exam.” 

“I think so too. He’s only four years old. How can he take the entrance examination to enter the third 

grade at such a young age? He’s so reckless.” 

Chapter 406: He Has Our Genes 

“Maybe the child became nervous after reading the list of things to take note of and being in this 

setting. Indeed, he’s not suited to take this kind of exam. Our child has an IQ of 120. I let him learn the 

basics step by step before I brought him here to take the exam.” 

When the students in the classroom saw that Da Bao had left with his parents, they just thought that he 

was indeed too young. It was not embarrassing for him to give up taking the exam on the spot. If he left 

now, it would be better than embarrassing himself if he ended up taking last place. 

The tall and strong boy from just now, Gao Zhuang, laughed and said, “Little boy, you want to be in the 

third grade with me? No way!” 

The exam began. 

Everyone fell silent. 

The parents were led to another temporary classroom that was used as a waiting room. They sat down 

to rest and wait. 

While everyone was sharing their experiences, the door opened and Lu Heting and Su Bei came in. 



Since they had initially applied for Da Bao to take the third grade exam, the teacher brought them to the 

waiting room where other parents of kids who were taking the third grade exam were. There were no 

last-minute changes. 

This immediately aroused the doubts of the other parents. “Su Zhuoqian hasn’t given up yet?” 

“But I didn’t see him enter the classroom for the third grade exam.” 

“I don’t know what’s going on either.” 

The woman from earlier pursed her lips and said, “Maybe they went through the back door after 

spending some money. Otherwise, with their child still so young, how could he have come to such a 

good school like this?” 

“Really? You can even spend money for such things?” 

“Then should we also...” 

Lu Heting and Su Bei found seats and sat down. The parents quickly shut up. 

It was not that they did not want to talk about it anymore but Lu Heting’s imposing manner was really a 

little scary. It made the parents who were talking about him feel a chill running down their backs. 

Looking at the clothes he was wearing, they were just ordinary brands and nothing special. However, his 

cold face scared them so much that they did not dare to say anything. 

The woman from earlier might not have felt Lu Heting’s strong aura outside, but now that they were 

sitting in the small waiting room, it made the atmosphere a little depressing. 

For a moment, everyone was silent. 

Su Bei could not help but look around. Why were they not saying anything? Were they not talking just 

now? What were they afraid of? 

“Heting, look at them. They’re all silent,” Su Bei said curiously. 

Lu Heting lowered his eyes and said with a gentle smile, “It’s peaceful this way.” 

“I won’t talk as well, then,” Su Bei said in a low voice. 

“It’s okay.” Lu Heting smiled gently. 

How could Su Bei understand why others were afraid of Lu Heting? To others, Lu Heting was like a tiger, 

but to her, he was like a kitten. Not only was he not scary but he was also very gentle. 

Su Bei then whispered to Lu Heting about Da Bao’s marks and whether he could skip to the fifth grade. 

Although she was confident in Da Bao, she still was a little concerned. 

Lu Heting said confidently, “Da Bao can do it. After all, he has our genes.” 

Holding her face in her hands, Su Bei felt a little hot. She admitted that she had contributed a lot to Da 

Bao’s good looks, but she had not really helped him much with his intelligence. 



The whole room was so quiet that one could hear a pin drop. Only Su Bei would occasionally whisper in 

the corner. 

At this moment, the children were done taking their exams in the third grade classroom. 

Chapter 407: I’ll Beat You Up First 

The results were also released in a few minutes. Everyone got their results. 

As they were very close to each other, they quickly ran over. 

Gang Gang who just slammed the door suddenly rushed toward his parents and shouted happily, “I 

passed! I passed!” 

The children broke the silence in the room. Gang Gang’s parents shouted happily, “Oh my, my son is so 

amazing! He passed the exam and is going to skip to the third grade.” 

Some of the other students also passed the exam, but some did not. For those who unfortunately failed, 

their families were dejected and silent. 

Those who passed the exam were all very happy. 

However, because of Lu Heting’s cold aura, even though everyone was laughing, they did not seem to be 

able to talk loudly. 

Su Bei asked nervously, “How did Da Bao do?” 

“The classroom where they’re taking the fifth grade exam is far away. We might have to wait for two 

more minutes.” Lu Heting comforted her. 

Their son definitely passed the exam. 

“Gang Gang, you did a great job! I’ll shower you with praises later! Tell me what you want and I’ll buy 

it!” Gang Gang’s father said so loudly that it drowned the voices of everyone else. 

The atmosphere in the classroom gradually calmed down. 

There was a soft knock on the door, followed by Da Bao’s polite and cold voice. “Can I come in?” 

“Come in, baby!” Su Bei hurriedly opened the door and led him in. “How did it go?” 

Everyone also saw Da Bao and Gang Gang immediately asked, “Su Zhuoqian, didn’t you give up on the 

exam? Why haven’t you left yet?” 

“I passed the exam, Su Bei,” Da Bao told Su Bei. 

“I knew it! My Da Bao is the best! Da Bao, you’re the best!” Su Bei smiled brightly and kissed him on the 

cheek. “Do you want some water?” 

“Okay.” Da Bao nodded slightly. When he spoke to Su Bei, his tone became warmer. 

Lu Heting nodded. “I’ll go buy some.” 

He turned around and walked out. 



Su Bei and Da Bao sat down and chatted. 

After Lu Heting left, the oppressive atmosphere in the waiting room disappeared. Everyone started 

talking loudly again. 

Someone asked Da Bao, “Su Zhuoqian, did you take the exam for the first grade?” 

Since he said that he had passed the exam but was not in the classroom where the third grade exam 

took place, many naturally thought that he chose to take the first grade exam instead. 

With his age and academic background, it seemed very reasonable for him to take the first grade exam. 

“No,” Da Bao denied it but was too lazy to say more. 

“Did you take the second grade exam, then?” 

Da Bao shook his head gently. 

Gang Gang walked over and asked, “So which grade did you get into? You’re not a good kid if you lie.” 

Da Bao ignored him and looked at him coldly. 

However, Su Bei did not want to tolerate Gang Gang anymore. She said calmly, “Hey, no matter what 

grade Su Zhuoqian is in, he won’t be in the same grade as you. Don’t worry.” 

Gang Gang clenched his fists and said, “Of course, he can’t be in the same year as me. With his small 

frame, I can beat him up with one punch!” 

His tone was so arrogant that the other parents could not stand to watch the scene anymore. 

Su Bei said coldly, “Then you can give it a try. I’ll beat you up first.” 

“What are you talking about? It’s just a joke between children. As a parent, how can you threaten a 

child?” Gang Gang’s mother was unhappy and rushed over. 

Chapter 408: Hit Me, Then! 

When Gang Gang was going against Da Bao earlier, his mother had not said a word. Now that Su Bei 

spoke up about it, his mother was the first to pounce. 

With a small smile, Su Bei said, “I’m just joking as well. Can’t I do that?” 

She had a gentle smile on her face and was dressed like a housewife today. With that bright smile, she 

did not look threatening at all. 

However, Gang Gang’s mother was unconvinced. “But you can’t joke about something like this to a 

child. Is my son someone you can joke with like this?” 

“Then just take it as though I’m telling the truth. If anyone dares to bully my son in school, don’t blame 

me for being rude!” Su Bei said in a calm but determined voice. 

Most of the other parents were on Su Bei’s side. 



Besides, Gang Gang had pestered and harassed Da Bao several times but Da Bao always ignored him. It 

was Gang Gang’s fault for pushing his luck and provoking Da Bao again. There was nothing wrong with 

Su Bei protecting her son. 

Gang Gang’s mother shouted, “Oh, so you dare to hit others? Alright, let’s see what you can do. Hit me, 

then! Hit me!” 

Faced with such a shrewish parent, the others quickly protected their children and kept their distance. 

They did not expect that there would be such a parent in this school. 

Da Bao protected Su Bei. “Su Bei, we won’t stoop to their level.” 

Su Bei was too thin. Although she was tall, she was fragile. There was no need to argue with a woman 

like Gang Gang’s mother. 

He was not tall enough and had not learned the skills to protect Su Bei. 

Holding Da Bao’s hand, Su Bei decided to forget about it. 

She and Da Bao were about to leave when Gang Gang’s mother said indignantly, “You have to apologize 

to Gang Gang! Otherwise, you can’t leave! Hubby, stop her!” 

Gang Gang’s father stood tall and strong in front of them. 

What? Su Bei thought that she had misheard them. It was one thing for them not to talk about their son 

bullying others but they wanted her to apologize as well? 

“Let’s forget about it. Madam, let’s all keep things friendly and move on from this.” 

“That’s right. It’s just a small conflict between children.” 

Gang Gang’s mother said angrily, “What little conflict? If they don’t apologize now, what about my son’s 

dignity? Today, Su Zhuoqian and his mother must apologize to me. Otherwise...” 

Su Bei stopped walking and turned to look at her. “Otherwise, what will you do?” 

“Otherwise, let Su Zhuoqian fight with Gang Gang. If you win, we’ll apologize. If we win, we’ll apologize 

to you.” 

“That doesn’t sound right. Gang Gang is almost eight years old. Su Zhuoqian is only four years old.” 

“That’s right. Madam, this isn’t too appropriate.” 

It was obvious that Gang Gang’s mother wanted to bully Su Bei and Da Bao. 

Especially when she saw that Lu Heting was not here. Without his oppressive aura, she was very brave. 

Da Bao stepped forward. “Are you sure?” 

“I know you don’t dare to fight, so you should just apologize to Gang Gang,” Gang Gang’s mother said 

domineeringly. 

Anyway, her son was tall and strong. He was not at a disadvantage at all. Even a ten-year-old child might 

not be his match, let alone Da Bao. 



“Okay, then.” Da Bao handed his pencil case to Su Bei. 

“Wait a minute,” Su Bei called out to them. “Why don’t we agree on a one-minute time limit? The match 

will end in one minute. We’ll end it as soon as possible. Otherwise, it won’t be good for both parties if 

someone gets hurt.” 

... 

Su Bei was thinking, ‘How dare you hit my son? Did you get my permission?’ 

Chapter 409: Eyes Lit Up With Stars 

Gang Gang’s mother thought that Su Bei was afraid, so she said, “One minute it is. You’ll lose, anyway. 

Fighting for just one minute will reduce the damage done as well.” 

Seeing that there was going to be a good show, everyone gathered around. 

Gang Gang’s fists were twice as big as Da Bao’s. Everyone was worried for him. Da Bao was such a 

delicate boy. How would he be able to withstand Gang Gang’s punches? 

Just as Gang Gang was about to punch Da Bao, Da Bao kicked him. 

Gang Gang did not manage to hit Da Bao just now. Instead, he lost his balance and took a few steps 

back. Then, he fell to the floor on his bottom. He could not get up for a long time. 

Gang Gang’s mother rushed over to help her son up. 

Everyone was silent. 

Then, Gang Gang burst into tears with a welp and covered his eyes while wailing. He no longer looked 

like a little tyrant. 

Gang Gang’s parents were so angry that they wanted to hit Da Bao and Su Bei. However, they were 

stopped by the other parents. 

At this moment, everyone could not stand them anymore. “Okay, okay. Didn’t you already agree on the 

terms before this? Stop bullying the child now!” 

“This is a school, not a place to fight. You have to accept your defeat!” 

Someone even pointed at Gang Gang and said, “Such a vicious child deserves to be taught a lesson. 

Otherwise, he’ll become a tyrant in school and bully many other children.” 

“Su Zhuoqian, you’re really amazing. We indeed need to weed out bullies like Gang Gang so that we can 

provide our children a peaceful schooling environment.” 

“I think Su Zhuoqian is a good kid. He’s polite and conscientious. I can tell that his parents are also 

cultured intellectuals. They must be very well-educated, unlike others...” 

Gang Gang’s parents were so angry that their faces had turned blue. Meanwhile, Gang Gang was crying 

non-stop. One of the parents, who was a doctor, could not stand it anymore. They went forward to 

check on Gang Gang and said, “He’s not hurt. It seems that Su Zhuoqian has a sense of propriety.” 



At this, Gang Gang could not continue howling anymore. 

Su Bei held Da Bao’s hand and asked, “Does your leg hurt? Do you feel uncomfortable anywhere?” 

“I’m fine.” Da Bao expressed that he was fine. 

He was calm as though he was not the one who attacked just now. 

He was indifferent to flattery and humiliation, not caring about anything. 

When the young girls saw Da Bao, it was as though their eyes lit up with stars. 

Gang Gang’s parents wanted to cause trouble again, but Lu Heting came back with water. 

As soon as he appeared, it was as if he brought in a gust of cold air. The clamor immediately died down. 

Gang Gang’s parents’ imposing manner had also unknowingly dissipated. 

Su Bei took the bottle of water from Lu Heting and handed it to Da Bao. “Drink it. You’ve worked hard.” 

“Thank you, Su Bei.” Da Bao took the bottle and took a few sips. Then, he handed it back to Su Bei. 

Su Bei looked at Gang Gang’s parents and said, “Shouldn’t you apologize to Da Bao and me?” 

Lu Heting frowned slightly. He had just left for a few minutes. What happened? 

“They bullied our son yet couldn’t beat him. They need to apologize now,” Su Bei explained briefly to Lu 

Heting. 

Lu Heting’s eyes darkened as he looked at Gang Gang’s parents. 

He was not as burly and strong as Gang Gang’s father, but his imposing manner made the legs of Gang 

Gang’s father go weak. 

Chapter 410: Against My Common Knowledge 

 

Anyway, Gang Gang’s father did not know who Lu Heting was. He just felt that Lu Heting was not 

someone to be trifled with. 

After hearing Su Bei’s words, Lu Heting said, “Apologize!” 

Gang Gang’s father had no choice but to step forward and say, “I’m sorry. I shouldn’t have made such a 

joke.” 

“It wasn’t a joke. This is bullying. Please be mindful and learn to distinguish between these two,” Su Bei 

corrected him and said. 

“I’m sorry. I won’t dare to bully Su Zhuoqian again.” 

“That’s more like it.. It’s best if you don’t let me hear of such instances again,” Su Bei said. 

Gang Gang touched his bottom that had hit the floor. Bullying? He was the one who was bullied. 



Su Bei smiled and said to the other students, “Everyone, from now on, you and Su Zhuoqian will be 

schoolmates. You must care for each other and lend a helping hand if a situation arises.” 

She was already good-looking, and today, she was especially gentle. Who would not like her? 

Seeing her smile and how protective she was of Su Zhuoqian, the other students all nodded. “Okay, I 

want to be friends with Su Zhuoqian.” 

“Me too.” 

“Me too!” 

The others parents also liked Su Zhuoqian’s parents more now and scorned Gang Gang’s parents. Who 

would want their child to be friends with a son from such a horrible family? 

Su Bei lowered her head and whispered into Da Bao’s ear, “Da Bao, you’re very popular.” 

Da Bao blushed awkwardly. 

Teacher Pan walked in and said, “Everyone, those who have passed the third grade exam, please report 

to the third grade. Su Zhuoqian, congratulations on passing the fifth grade exam. Please follow me to 

the fifth grade.” 

The family of three followed Teacher Pan. 

In an instant, Gang Gang and his parents were petrified. Su Zhuoqian had taken the fifth grade exam and 

he passed! In other words, Su Zhuoqian’s physical strength, intelligence, and ability completely defeated 

the eight-year-old Gang Gang! 

Therefore, Gang Gang had asked for that beating up just now! He had asked to be humiliated! 

Everyone else was surprised and impressed when they heard that Da Bao got into the fifth grade. 

It turned out that he did not give up on the exam but went to a higher level. 

God! This really changed their perspective of four-year-olds. 

However, it was that married couple who brought up the child. It was not surprising that their child 

turned out to be so excellent. 

After registering, Da Bao walked out with Lu Heting and Su Bei. 

Su Bei softly told Lu Heting about how Da Bao had kicked the other male student with his leg. Lu Heting 

was worried that Da Bao’s leg was hurting, so he picked him up and walked toward the school gate. 

Da Bao’s ears turned red. He said in a low voice, “Don’t carry me. I’m already a student in fifth grade.” 

“But you’re still my four-year-old son.” Lu Heting did not put him down. 

Da Bao felt very uncomfortable. He did not know where to put his hands or where to look. 

Walking behind the father and son, Su Bei smiled brightly. 

... 



The next day, Lu Heting and Su Bei sent Gun Gun to kindergarten. 

In the beginning, Gun Gun was very curious about kindergarten and even looking forward to it. 

However, when he arrived at the gate and saw the children crying outside, he felt a little scared. 

“Do I really have to go in? Will the teachers eat the children?” Gun Gun leaned against the car window 

and looked outside. 
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“Of course not. Like Bei Bei, the teachers will take good care of children.” Su Bei comforted him gently. 

 


